High Performance Learning
End of Year newsletter

What is High Performance Learning?
The High Performance Learning (HPL) philosophy sees all students as potential high
performers who are not limited by ability. The Advanced Cognitive Performance
Characteristics (ACPs – how our students learn) and the Values, Attitudes and Attributes
(VAAs - how our students behave) drive Teaching and Learning across both Primary and
Secondary phases in all subjects. This philosophy ensures are students are advanced
performers, enterprising learners, intellectually and socially confident with a global outlook
and a concern for others. The wonderful examples below showcase our HPL vision in action.

ACPs:

VAAs:
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Year group spotlight – Reception
Skills spotlight: Agile, Analysing, Empathetic, Linking and Meta Thinking
Reception have been busy using lots of the HPL ACPs and VAAs throughout their learning!
Pupils have been looking closely at their new caterpillars which have arrived recently! The
children have been very excited to watch their journey by slowly getting bigger, turn into
cocoons and then emerge as butterflies! This links with our learning around the book 'The
Very Hungry Caterpillar' which also helps the children learn days of the week and counting.

ACPs: Meta-thinking - talk about ideas and experiences with others
Linking - Making connections with their ideas/non-fiction books about lifecycles etc
Analysing - using newly learned vocabulary e.g., lifecycle and metamorphosis
VAAs: Agile - keen to learn and ask questions and Empathetic - Concerned for society
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Year group spotlight – Year 1
Skill spotlight: Agile, Creating and Linking
In Year 1, we have been setting home learning challenges requiring the children to be
creative in their approach to making a new game. We also had a year 1 sports event in which
the children participated in some sports events in their houses.
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Year 1 have also been looking at how our bodies change as we get older, looking for
similarities and differences. Can you guess who the two babies are?
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Year group spotlight – Year 2
Skills spotlight: Analysing and Creating
For Year 2’s Sensational Start, they have been learning about Formula 1 and have created
their own car! They used their Analysing and Creating skills to discover what materials could
make the car the fastest and think about why this is the case.
The children had to work together to create a moving vehicle. The children could be as
creative as they wished. The criteria was very simple – ‘make a moving car and choose your
materials’.
Teams experimented with different materials and adapted depending on what was available.
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The children’s finished designs:

But the creativity did not stop there! During computing lessons – Year 2 children were given
the instructions to use the ‘Purple Mash’ software to create a vehicle. Their criteria using the
computing software was that the vehicle needed to have wheels.
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Year group spotlight – Year 3
Skills spotlight: Agile, Creating and Realising
Year 3 have been using their ACPs as part of their morning work where they have used their
Realising skills to recalls facts with fluency and their Creating skills to apply flexible thinking
and originality to solve problems.

They have also been using their VAAs with their science where they have been agile learners
and have been resourceful in order to be creative and enterprising to show the lifecycle of a
plant, building on prior knowledge from KS1.
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Year group spotlight – Year 4
Skills spotlight: Empathetic and Meta Thinking
Here are a few pictures of our recent drama in
English. We put ourselves in the position of an
Anglo-Saxon villager who had stayed behind
during a Viking Invasion, which linked to our
learning theme.
We used 'Sculpting' and 'Communal Voice' drama
techniques to think about how these people felt
and considered different perspectives of what they
should do in their situation.
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Year group spotlight – Year 5
Skills spotlight: Analysing and Linking
Year 5 have been learning about life in the past and why the events that happened affect us
now. We linked our learning and looked at similarities and differences.
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Year group spotlight – Year 6
Skills spotlight: Agile, Analysing, Creating, Empathetic and Linking
Pupils in Year 6 have been thinking about innovation for the future by looking at replacing
plastic with different materials. They have been investigating and making materials that
could be used to make plates, spoons and cups. They have been thinking about the
advantages and disadvantages of each material and testing & comparing them with the
plastic alternatives.
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Year 6 have also been learning about encouragement, and the ways in which they could give
encouragement through words. This links to the VAA Empathetic, and ACP Creating.
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Secondary Phase Achievement Points
Following the HPL framework, we use the Values, Attitudes and Attributes (VAAs) to reward
our Secondary Phase students with Achievement points. VAAs help to promote and draw out
empathetic, hard-working and agile characteristics in all our students.
Detailed below are the achievement point totals for each house.

6,153

23,610

12,680

The winners!!! ���

6,465

25,051

12,574

6,492

24,091

12,894

6,527

24,470

12,555
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High Performance Learning Global Project
Our HPL Ambassadors (Year 7), Helpers (Year 8) and Captains (Year 9), took part in a HPL
morning using their creativity and strategy planning skills. The students were given a
brief and encouraged to be as creative as possible.
The Challenge
The world seems a smaller place since a global pandemic has united us. Everyone has had to
face challenges and be prepared to adapt our way of living, studying, and socialising. We
have had to develop our empathy, agile thinking, and work ethos to cope and thrive. We've
needed to be flexible in our thinking and resilient to change. But have we all coped in the
same ways? How has the pandemic impacted you and how has HPL helped?
Below are some lovely pictures of our students working on their projects. In September, our
Ambassadors, Helpers and Captains will be speaking with other HPL schools around the
globe and sharing their experiences.
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Department spotlight – Art
Skill spotlight: Hard Working – Resilience and Perseverance
In the last term, we have been encouraging students to work more independently to
showcase their resiliency and perseverance skills. Year 9 have completed a Mini GCSE
Project where they had to choose from 3 themes (food, abstract or landscape) and then find
an artist that links to that theme as well as researching and producing work on that artist.
See some examples of the fantastic projects below:
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Department spotlight – Business Studies
Skill spotlight: Analysing, Creating and Agile – Risk taking
When studying Recruitment and Training, Year 12 students had to analyse the best ways to
select the right candidates for jobs. Interviews are common, therefore each student agreed
to have a go at an interview situation where one student was the interviewer, and one was
the candidate. Those up to the challenge had to answer some of the top high pressure
interview questions in front of the class in interview conditions.
Some of the questions asked were:
•
•
•
•
•

You're a new addition to the crayon box, what colour would you be and why?
If you had the opportunity, how would you transform society?
If you could only choose one song to play every time you walked into a room for the
rest of your life, what would it be?
You’ve been given an elephant. You can’t give it away or sell it. What would you do
with the elephant?
Describe the colour yellow to a blind person.

To develop this further, students then had to create a set of their own interview questions
and evaluate why they would ask them and what information they would obtain.
Thanks to Mrs Freezer and her Year 12 class!
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Department spotlight – Drama
Skill spotlight: Linking and Meta-Thinking - Strategy planning
In Years 7 and 8, the students are working on scripted pieces. Using their linking skills, the
focus is on using previous knowledge of drama techniques to transfer their script from page
to stage. This also covers, among others - Intellectual playfulness, originality, evolutionary
thinking, self-regulation, strategy planning, connection finding, abstraction, logical thinking,
precision, multi-step problem solving and of course automaticity.
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Department spotlight – English
Skill spotlight: Realising – Speed and Accuracy
Year 9 are currently studying Crime and Punishment in Victorian London. Their first lesson of
the unit focused on Agility skills and Big Picture Thinking as they had to research what life
was like in Victorian London.
The image below shows a recall quiz which questions the key information from the first
lesson. We focused on how quickly and accurately they could recall the learned
information. Students self-assessed their answers and corrected them. The same quiz was
taken at the end of the week and allowed the class to compare their scores in order to see if
they repeated the same mistakes again or improved their scores.

Student success –
A great example of Agility skills
from Mihir, 9JKI.
(Pictured right)
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Skill spotlight: Empathetic – Concerned for Society
The unit for Year 7 this term is 'Children That Changed The World'. This week alone we have
looked at Boyan Slat (a climate change activist), Claudette Colvin (a young girl who refused
her bus seat to a white person before Rosa Parks!) and Iqbal Mesih (a young Pakistani boy
who fought against abusive child labour in Pakistan and was later assassinated).
By teaching the students about
other children who have made
a lasting positive impact on the
world they have really started
to understand and respect the
differences in their lives and
backgrounds compared to
others. We have had some
really important conversations
about Iqbal Mesih in particular
and about the ethical and
moral issues that are still prevalent today in certain countries.

Skill spotlight: Creating and Empathetic
During Diversity Week, students were learning about the importance of challenging
homophobia in schools and celebrating the LGBTQ+ community. English students used their
empathy skills to write a supportive letter to Sherwin – a fictional character in a short film
about expressing feelings.
Practice:
Imagine you are Sherwin’s friend. Choose a moment in the
short film and write him a letter to advise him on what you
think he should do .

Success Criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emotive language
Empathy
Use your emotional intelligence
Ambitious vocabulary
Varied punctuation
Offer solutions and encouragement.

WAGOLL
Dear Sherwin,
School Diversity Week is a national celebration of LGBT equality in schools
run by the charity Just Like Us. It is an opportunity to challenge homophobia
and encourage tolerance in schools.

I am so sorry to hear that you are feeling so
conflicted with your emotions. I am distraught to
know that you feel that you have to hide who you
are. It is not right. Things need to change.
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A student in 8AHL asked whether they could write a poem instead of a letter because they
were feeling inspired. This student clearly showcases their originality, creativity and
empathy skills.
Love is love and that’s who I like
Love is love and that’s all right
No matter of their gender or race
Or the looks on other people face
Even on a bad or cloudy day
Express your love no matter if you are gay
You don't need to hide your emotions
Feel like you’re riding the oceans
Love is love and that’s who I like
Love is love and that’s all right
No matter of their gender or race
Or the looks on other people face
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Department spotlight – Design Technology – Child Development
Skill spotlight: Meta-Thinking and Realising

Ms Horton’s Child Development class were completing retrieval practice in preparation for
their end of year exam whereby they had to self-regulate and revise. Students answered the
questions individually before sharing and comparing with a partner.
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Department spotlight – Child Development
Skill spotlight: Intellectual confidence and Seeing alternative perspectives

Child Development students recently had to examine a range of factors that a nursery would
need to consider when putting together a meal plan for the week. Students identified
possible meals and then presented their ideas to a partner. Between them they identified the
positive points (green writing) and the areas that may need changes (purple writing). In
response to the feedback, they then had to strategy plan and with solutions to the
problems, without completely changing the meal.
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Department spotlight – Music
Skill spotlight: Analysing, Creating, Realising and Meta-Thinking

In Year 7 Music, a large project that we have been working on is Blues which involved a
range of HPL such as Analysing, Creating, Realising and Meta-Thinking. All students were
given the tasks of learning the 12 Bar Blues Chords, Walking Bass and improvising Blues
melodies separately (some of this in remote lessons.) To conclude the project, students were
then put into groups and then tasked with combining these 3 elements into a Blues
ensemble piece. This involved all of the HPL areas but also the thinking, applying and
organising skills necessary to combine each part of the piece into a complete ensemble.
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Department spotlight – PE
Skill spotlight: Creating and Meta-Thinking
Mr. Halsey’s A Level PE class have recently been learning about the effect of altitude upon
performance and how to acclimatise to reduce its potential negative effects upon
performance.
Students were set the homework task below:

The group were given the rubric, so they knew the criteria they had to meet:
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This was the output from one of the students which is a great piece of work showcasing their
discoveries and their use of strategy planning and creativity skills.

Skills spotlight: Linking - Connection Finding, Big Picture Thinking and Abstraction
One of Mr Colman’s PE students, Callum S, had a lateral knee ligament injury and used his
scans to help his learning. A great example of using big picture thinking and finding
connections in action!
Connection
Finding –
Previous learning
of tendons and
ligaments and
apply to the
following.
Big Picture
thinking – Sports
Injuries (cause,
treatment,
recovery)
Abstraction – from “textbook page” to “MRI image”
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Skills spotlight: Linking – Creating and Linking
Mr O’Reilly’s class were set the task of showing originality and creativity when revising
movement analysis. See some great examples below of students demonstrating their
creativity and linking skills in a single lesson.
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